
LESSON 8
4+ PRIMARY COURSE OF SOCIAL COMPETENCY

OBJECTIVES: 

Introducing eye contact, developing focus and attention to details, learning words of politeness, teaching 
the understanding of good and bad deeds

LIST OF TASKS:

• Group game — "Good Morning"; purpose: to develop an understanding of self and others, learn about the different 
ways of expressing our mood

• Group game — "What We Say"; purpose: to learn politeness words

• Individual task — "Guess the Picture"; purpose: to develop fine motor skills, memory, attentiveness and accuracy       
to details; required equipment: Attachments 14.1, 14.2, colored pencils - for each child

• Group game — "Ha-Ha-Ha! Ho-Ho-Ho! Hi-Hi-Hi!"; purpose: to create positive emotions, reduce stress 

• Group game — "Stand up, Who am I Looking at"; purpose: to teach the skills of non-verbal communication, 
understand the importance of eye contact

• Group game — "Good & Bad"; purpose: to develop ability to understand the actions of peers; required equipment: 
Attachment 15, colored pencils and scissors - for each child

Personal folders for each child
Note 1: The descriptions of the tasks are general guidelines, keeping in mind that personal input and creativity 
are encouraged throughout the program. 
Note 2: The context of each paragraph is teacher speaking and engaging children.
Note 3: "…" indicates children have performed the task.
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GROUP GAME — "GOOD MORNING"
Teacher: Hello, kids! We’ll start today’s class with an unusual greeting. Let’s sit in a circle, hold our hands and whisper 
"Good morning" ("Good Afternoon") together… Now, let’s say the same greeting quietly… Now, with a normal voice… 
Good job! And now, let’s say the same phrase loudly… And finally, let’s greet each other, screaming…
(Children perform the task, repeating 2-3 times). 

GROUP GAME — "WHAT WE SAY"

Teacher: Now, we are warmed up for our next task. Let’s sit at the table. Please think and tell me what words we 
consider "magic words"… (Polite words). And why do you think people call polite words "magic words"?… (Because 
they make people kinder). Correct! Polite words are like magic. Faces become brighter after these words are heard. 
People start to feel better towards those who use them. Polite words help people communicate, understand each 
other better and treat each other more carefully and kindly. Let’s think about what polite words we know. 
(Teacher asks the questions, children answer in unison). 

Teacher: When people come to our home or when we meet someone outside, what do we do?… (Greet each other). 
How do we greet each other?… (Say "Hello" and "Hi"). And when the guests leave or when we leave, what do we do?… 
(Say "Good-bye"). How do we say "Good-bye to small children?… ("Bye" and wave our hand). When we wake up in the 
morning, what do we tell each other?… ("Good morning"). When we have a meal together, what do we say to each 
other?… ("Bon appetite"). If we ask for something, what word do we always use?… ("Please"). If we were helped 
or served, or someone did a favor for us, what do we do?… (Give thanks). If we accidentally pushed someone, hurt 
someone or accidentally offended someone, what do we do?… (Say "Sorry" or "Excuse me please"). And before we go 
to bed, what do we wish each other?… (Say "Good night"). What are these words "Hello", "Hi", "Good-bye", "Good 
morning", "Sorry", "Excuse me", "Please", "Thanks", "Bon appetite", "Good night"?… (These are polite words). 
When we say these words to other people, they are very pleased. And what is your favorite polite word? 
(Children answer).
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INDIVIDUAL TASK — "GUESS THE PICTURE"

Teacher: Let's sit at the table. Now, I’m going to give you a task. 
(Teacher hands out Attachment 14.1 for each child). 

Teacher: Look at the pictures very carefully. Then color them and please remember 
what pictures are shown here. 
(Children perform the task). 

Teacher: Now, that you colored the pictures, I will collect them and give you a new 
task. 
(Teacher collects Attachment 14.1 and hands out Attachment 14.2 for each child). 

Teacher: There are pictures on this new sheet that were also on the previous sheet. 
Using your memory, circle the pictures that were in the previous task.  
(Children perform the task). 

Teacher: And now, each of you will check your work. 
(Teacher gives children their original colorеd pictures from Attachment 14.1). 

Teacher: What are your results?… Did you miss anything?…  
(Children answer).

Attachment 14.1 

Attachment 14.2 
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GROUP GAME — "HA-HA-HA! HO-HO-HO! HI-HI-HI!"

Teacher: Good job! Let’s do a moving exercise. Please stand in a circle. When I say "Ha-Ha-Ha", we will touch our 
right shoulder three times. If I say "Ho-ho-ho", we will touch our left knee three times. When I say "Hi-Hi-Hi" we 
touch our right knee three times. 
(Children perform the task. Then all the movements are repeated with a faster pace and then with a slow pace 
again). 

GROUP GAME — "STAND UP WHO I’M LOOKING AT"

Teacher: And now, let’s come back to the table and answer the question: how do we see objects, their sizes, colors 
and shapes?… (Using eyes). That’s right, our eyes help us recognize each other and our moods; see the road when 
we go to school; help us select a toy; see danger, for example, if there’s a pot hole on the road; help us see what 
kind of weather there is outside, etc. Look at how many things our eyes can help us see! And why do you think we 
need eyebrows, eyelashes and eyelids? 
(Children answer). 

Teacher: Right, because we look good with them and because we use them. If there’s sweat coming down from our 
forehead, the eyebrows will stop it; the eyelashes protect our eyes from dust; and if there’s a dangerous object near 
our eyes, our eyelids will close before we even realize it. And now, we will continue our communication without 
words, using only our eyes. I will look at someone, and that person has to stand up and clap twice. 
(Children perform the task). 
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GROUP GAME — "GOOD & BAD"

Teacher: You did very well and now I’ll give you one more task. 
(Teacher hands out Attachment 15 for each child). 

Teacher: You need to connect all the short lines that will form the shape of 
a square and a circle. Color the circle in red and color the square in blue and then 
cut them out.
(Children perform the task).

Teacher: That's good! Now, you have two tokens and you will use them to vote. When I name a good action, you will 
raise your red token, or the circle. When I name a bad action, you will take out your blue token, or the square. 
(Teacher is naming actions – Make up the bed; Say "Hello"; Throw litter on the street; Help mom with housekeeping; 
Walk in dirty clothes; Wash hands before starting to eat; Clean up toys after playing with them, etc. Children 
perform the task).

Teacher: And now, let’s collect the pencils and scissors, put the chairs back so that the room is nice and clean again. 
Let’s say "Good-bye" to each other smile. Have a great week!
(Teacher collects the completed tasks, signing them on the reverse side, and puts them into the child’s personal 
folder).

Attachment 15 


